5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 5 for the Week of: November 15, 2021

1. magic  
2. credit  
3. exist  
4. deposit  
5. staff  
6. direct  
7. splendid  
8. business  
9. sense  
10. discuss  
11. contest  
12. building  
13. swift  
14. interest  
15. exact  
16. promise  
17. habit  
18. thus  
19. active  
20. solve

**Challenge Words:**

1. consider  
2. excellent  
3. invisible  
4. rapid  
5. stubborn

**High Frequency Words:**

1. cross  
2. crowd  
3. dance  
4. death  
5. don’t  
6. dress  
7. drink  
8. drive  
9. drove  
10. early  
11. earth  
12. eight  
13. empty  
14. enjoy  
15. equal